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Abstract Definitions of sexual behavior display a robust hierar-
chyof agreement regardingwhether or not acts should be classed
as, for example, sexorvirginity loss.Thecurrent researchoffers a
theoretical explanation for this hierarchy, proposing that sexual
definitionsdisplaygradedcategorical structure, arising fromgood-
ness ofmembership judgments.Moderation of this graded struc-
ture is also predicted, with the focus here on how sexual orienta-
tion identity affects sexual definitions. A total of 300 18- to
30-year-old participants completed anonline survey, rating 18
behaviors for how far each constitutes having ‘‘had sex’’ and
virginity loss. Participants fell into one of four groups: hetero-
sexual male or female, gay male or lesbian. The predicted rat-
ings hierarchy emerged, in which bidirectional genital acts were
rated significantly higher than unidirectional or nonpenetrative con-
tact,whichwas in turn rated significantly higher than acts involv-
ingnogenital contact.Moderationofgraded structurewasalso in
line with predictions. Compared to the other groups, the lesbian
group significantly upgraded ratings of genital contact that was
eitherunidirectionalornonpenetrative.Therewasalsoevidence
of upgradingby thegaymale sampleof anal intercourse ratings.
These effects are theorized to reflect group-level variation in expe-
rience, contextual perspective, and identity-management. The
implications of the findings in relation to previous research are
discussed. It is suggested that a graded structure approach can
greatly benefit future research into sexual definitions, by per-
mittingvariabledefinitions tobepredictedandexplained, rather
than merely identified.
Keywords Definitions of sex Definitions of virginity loss 
Sexual behavior  Graded structure  Sexual orientation
Introduction
Research into sexual behavior definitions has tended to focus
on rates of agreement about which acts ‘‘count.’’The widely
replicated approach presents multiple behaviors (e.g., vagi-
nal intercourse, manual-genital contact) and asks whether or
not each constitutes a particular sexual term, such as‘‘having
sex’’(e.g., Sanders&Reinisch, 1999), virginity loss (e.g., Trotter
&Alderson,2007),orsexualpartner(e.g.,Randall&Byers,2003).
Across thebehaviorspresented, agreement rates fall into the fol-
lowing robust hierarchy, from most to least endorsed: vaginal
intercourse; anal intercourse;oral-genital contact;manual-geni-
tal contact; contactwithbreasts/nipples;kissing (cf.Horowitz&
Spicer, 2013). This hierarchy persists, even where percentages
varyas a functionof, for example, culture (e.g., Pitts&Rahman,
2001; Randall & Byers, 2003), age (e.g., Sanders et al., 2010),
target (e.g., Bogart, Cecil, Wagstaff, Pinkerton, & Abramson,
2000), or context (e.g., Trotter & Alderson, 2007). Qualitative
research tends to support the definitional hierarchy (e.g., Car-
penter, 2001; Mehta, Sunner, Head, Crosby, & Shrier, 2011).
Surprisingly, research often presents the agreement rate hier-
archywithoutnotingitshierarchicalpattern(e.g.,Bersamin,Fish-
er,Walker, Hill, &Grube, 2007; Randall &Byers, 2003). Alter-
natively, a hierarchy is noted but remains untheorized (e.g., Bog-
artetal.,2000;Peterson&Muehlenard,2007).Byers,Henderson,
and Hobson (2009) hypothesized (and found) significant differ-
ences between bidirectional (e.g., vaginal intercourse), unidirec-
tional(e.g.,genital touching),andno(e.g.,oralcontactwithbreasts/
nipples) genital contact in the endorsementof behaviors as sexand
as abstinence. However, no theoretical justification was given for
these distinctions or for the pattern of results. Other research has
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noted that intercourse is more often classed as sex than oral-
genital contact (e.g., Cecil, Bogart,Wagstaff, Pinkerton,&
Abramson, 2002; Hans, Gillen, & Akande, 2010) but, again,
theoretical explanations are absent. As a general rule, researchers
have tended to focus on the implications of definitional disagree-
ment. Practitioners, policymakers, and researchers are strongly
cautioned to make clear and explicit the sexual acts they are
targeting, inorder toavoidmisclassificationbiases(cf.Sanders
et al., 2010). The current research aims to introduce a theo-
retical account for the endorsement hierarchy by conceptual-
izing sexual definitions as amatter of graded categorical judg-
ment.
Gender and Sexual Orientation Effects
Anumberofstudieshavetestedfor theeffectofgenderonsexual
definitions, with highly inconsistent results. For example, Gute,
Eshbaugh andWiersma (2008) demonstrated significantly
broaderdefinitionsofsomeactsbymaleparticipants,whereas in
contrast, Trotter andAlderson (2007) found broader definitions
by female participants and for differing subsets of the targeted
acts. Other studies report a mixed pattern (e.g., Bersamin et al.,
2007; Pitts & Rahman, 2001) or none at all (e.g., Byers et al.,
2009; Randall & Byers, 2003). Significant gender effects have
remained largely unexplained (e.g., Sanders &Reinisch, 1999;
Trotter & Alderson, 2007). Moreover, where explanations are
forthcoming, they tend to be post hoc and theorized in isolation
from wider inconsistencies across the field (e.g., Gute et al.,
2008; Pitts & Rahman, 2001).
In contrast, sexual orientation effects on sexual definitions
have,until recently,beenlargelyoverlooked.RichtersandSong’s
(1999) 5%sample of‘‘nonheterosexual’’participants endorsed
morebehaviorsashavingsexthantheirheterosexualparticipants,
although not significantly more. Similarly, Carpenter (2001) repor-
ted broader definitions for virginity loss among‘‘nonheterosexual’’
thanheterosexualparticipants.Meanwhile,Hill,Rahman,Bright,
and Sanders (2010) studied ‘‘homosexual/gay’’ British and US
menand foundanal intercourse tobe thehighest ratedact forboth
groups, rated significantly above vaginal intercourse.
HorowitzandSpicer’s (2013)studywasthefirst togobeyond
a simple contrast between the definitions of‘‘heterosexuals’’and
‘‘nonheterosexuals.’’Ratings of having sexbyagroupof lesbians
were compared to those by heterosexual males and females. For
every listed act involving unidirectional genital contact, the les-
bian group gave significantly higher ratings than the other two
groups. Meanwhile, no significant group differences emerged
between the two heterosexual groups or for any of the inter-
course or nongenital contact acts investigated.
Theoretical Accounts for Variability in Sexual
Definitions
Where theoretical explanations for patterns in sexual behav-
ior judgmentshavebeenoffered, theyhave so far focusedonlyon
the variability, as opposed to the hierarchy, of sexual definitions.
Taking a sociocultural perspective, Faulkner (2003) concluded
that multiple, potentially contrary sexual scripts (cf. Simon&
Gagnon,1986,1987)willvary in linewithcultural, interpersonal,
and intrapsychic framesof reference.Carpenter (2001)combined
the sociocultural with the strategic, theorizing social constructions
of virginity loss at a cultural level, which are actively embraced or
resisted by individuals in accordance with personal and group-
based concerns.Along similar lines, Horowitz and Spicer (2013)
argued that‘‘sexual definitions involvemoral, cultural, and iden-
titymanagement dimensions.’’The strategic dimension of sexual
definitionswas emphasizedbyPeterson andMuehlenhard (2007).
Theyargued that sexual definitions are inevitablymotivated, conse-
quence-sensitive, and interest-advancing.Meanwhile,Gute
et al. (2008) explained definitional discontinuities in their research
as resulting from self-serving motives associated with the funda-
mental attribution error (cf. Ross, 1977).
Applying a Graded Structure Approach to Sexual
Definitions
In the current research,we propose a theoretical account for both
thevariability and thehierarchyof sexual behaviordefinitions,
drawingoncognitive psychology research into categorizationpro-
cesses.Theprototypeapproachhasenrichedtheunderstandingofa
broad range of fields, including social (e.g., Berthold, Leicht,
Methner,&Guam,2013;Harasymchuk&Fehr, 2013), forensic
(e.g., Hoff, Rypdal, Mykletun, & Cooke, 2012; Smith, 1991),
and clinical research (e.g., Feinstein,Meuwly,Davila, Eaton,&
Yoneda,2015;Hofsess&Tracey,2010).Theprototypeapproach
is, however,merelyonemanifestationof themoreencompassing
graded structure approachwithin the categorization literature.
Researchwithin the wider tradition consistently demonstrates
that categorization involves‘‘graded structure’’(Rosch&Mervis,
1975).Gradedcategorical structureoccurswhensomeexemplars
ofacategoryare judgedasbettermembers thanothers (e.g., robin
vs. ostrich as examples of the category‘‘bird’’).
The graded structure approach predicts graded structure to
sexualdefinitions, in linewithpreviousfindings forother typesof
category(e.g.,Barsalou,1985;Rosch,1974,1975).Horowitzand
Spicer(2013)represent thefirstsupportofsuchaprediction,demon-
stratingahierarchyofmeans in ratingsofwhat constituteshaving
sex. This means hierarchy was notably similar to the robust
endorsement hierarchy of previous research (e.g., Sanders
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&Reinisch, 1999; Sanders et al., 2010). Rosch (1974, 1975)
classically demonstrated that judges tend to agree about which
categorymembersarebetter thanwhichothersbutvary inwhere
they place category boundaries. The graded structure approach
thusoffers away toexplain the endorsementhierarchyof sexual
behaviors.According to this perspective, it results fromgoodness
ofmembership judgments of sexual behaviors and demonstrates
disagreements about where in the hierarchy inclusion should
cease, such that progressively fewer participants choose a‘‘yes’’
response the further down the hierarchyof sexual behaviors one
progresses.
Althoughconsistencyofagreement about graded structure
is at the core of the categorization literature (Rosch&Mervis,
1975), variability in categorization judgments (beyond cat-
egory boundary placement) has been both hypothesized and
demonstrated.Mostnotably,Barsalou (1987)emphasized the
variation ingoodnessofmembership judgments that result from
context and from individual differences in experience, episodic
knowledge,andmotivation.Hampton(2007)andVerheyenand
Storms (2013), likewise, distinguished potential drivers of vari-
able categorization, including intercontextual variation in the
placement of category boundaries and differential prioritization
ofmembershipcriteria.Consequently,althoughtheprimaryaim
of thecurrent researchwas to identifyagenericpatternofgraded
structure in sexual definitions, a preliminary investigation of def-
initional variabilitywas alsoundertaken.The focusof thepresent
study in this respect was upon definitional variability in linewith
sexual orientation identity.
AlthoughHorowitz andSpicer (2013)demonstratedbroad
agreement as to the ratings hierarchyof sexual definitions, signif-
icantly higher ratingswere found for judgments of unidirectional
genital contact by the lesbian participants than the heterosexual
male and female samples.ApplyingBarsalou (1987), this group-
level variation may be expected to result from differences in the
experiencesandpracticesof lesbiansincomparisonwiththeother
groups.Within the sexual behavior literature, there is indeed evi-
dence of such differences (e.g., Blair & Pukall, 2014; Kinsey,
Pomeroy,Martin,&Gebhard, 1953; Lever, 1995). Furthermore,
differences have also been reported between lesbians andgaymen
(e.g.,Blair&Pukall,2014;Lever,1995;Savin-William,1990),and
betweengayandheterosexualmen(e.g.,Blair&Pukall,2014).An
additionalsiteofexperientialdifferenceswouldbethoseassociated
with sexual minority versus sexual majority status (Cohen, Byers,
&Walsh, 2008; Rothblum, 2000).
Work on context effects in the categorization literature is
alsovery relevanthere (for a review, seeYeh&Barsalou,2006).
Note, for example,Barsalou andSewell’s (1984) demonstration
that judging the typicality of an exemplar fromdifferent cultural
points of view (e.g., of birds from anAmerican vs. Chinese per-
spective) produced very different ratings (e.g., of robin vs. pea-
cock).Similarly,whenValle´e-Tourangeau,Anthony, andAustin
(1998) investigated strategies of exemplar generation, strategies
employingepisodicknowledgewerereportedthreetimesasoften
as strategies of purely semantic relation. Suchfindings suggest
that, to the extent that different sexual orientation groups experi-
ence differing sexual behaviors, their concepts and definitions of
sexual behavior are likely to differ.
The Present Study
Thecurrentresearchappliedagradedstructureapproachtosexual
definitions. In partial replication of Horowitz and Spicer (2013),
participantswere taskedwith rating a series of behaviors for how
far each counts as having‘‘had sex.’’To expand the prior work,
participantswere also asked to rate thebehaviors for how far they
constitutevirginity loss anda sampleofgaymenwasadded to the
sexual orientation identity groups recruited. Two hypotheseswere
tested.
Graded Structure Hypothesis
Theprimaryhypothesis, referred tohenceforth as thegraded struc-
ture hypothesis, predicted that definitional ratings of having‘‘had
sex’’andvirginitylosswouldexhibitgradedstructure,evidencedby
consistently higher ratings for some sexual behaviors than others.
Specificpredictionswerealsomaderegardingwhichsexualbehav-
iorswere expected to receivehigherversus lower ratings.Previous
researchintosexualdefinitionsrevealedintercourseacts, involving
bidirectional genital contact and penetration, to be themost highly
rated(Horowitz&Spicer,2013)andhighlyendorsed(e.g.,Randall
& Byers, 2003; Sanders & Reinisch, 1999) sexual behaviors.
Meanwhile,Byers et al. (2009) found significant differences in the
endorsement of bidirectional, unidirectional andnogenital contact
acts as constituting sex. This led us to predict a ratings hierarchy in
which bidirectional genital contact (e.g., vaginal and anal inter-
course)wouldberatedsignificantlyhigher thanunidirectionalgen-
ital contact (e.g., oral-genital and manual-genital contact), which
would, in turn, be rated significantly higher than behaviors involv-
ing no genital contact (e.g., touching breasts, kissing).
A hierarchy was also expected among the intercourse acts
themselves. Previousfindingsplacevaginal intercourse at the
topof the ratings (Horowitz&Spicer, 2013) andendorsement
hierarchies (e.g., Sanders&Reinisch, 1999; Trotter&Alderson,
2007). Meanwhile, Peterson and Muehlenard’s (2007) research
attests to the equivocal statusof‘‘brief/partial intercourse.’’We
therefore predicted that vaginal intercourse would be rated above
anal intercourse,while brief/partial intercoursewould be rated
lower than vaginal and anal intercourse acts described in the
absence of qualifiers.
Moderation Hypothesis
Asecondaryhypothesis, referredtoas themoderationhypothesis,
was also tested. This predicted that generic graded structure in
definitional ratings would exhibit group-level moderation. In the
current research,modificationswereexpected toarise fromthedif-
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fering experiences and practices associated with the genital organ
combinations involved inheterosexual, lesbian,andgaymalepart-
nerships.Specifically, itwaspredicted that the statusofactsashav-
ing‘‘had sex’’andasvirginity losswouldbe significantly upgraded
for theclosestacts to the (generically top-rated)vaginal intercourse
exemplar that are congruentwith a participant’s sexual orientation
identity.Themoderationhypothesis thus involves twopredictions:
Compared to the other groups, the lesbian participants would sig-
nificantlyupgraderatingsofunidirectionalandnonpenetrativegen-
italcontact, andcompared to theothergroups, thegaymalepartici-
pants would significantly upgrade ratings of anal intercourse.
Moderationmay, however, also proceed from the operation of
sexual orientation and gender separately. Thus, although the
current studypredictsdifferencesonthebasisof the interaction
ofgenderandsexualorientation,eachof thesemaineffectswas
also tested.
Research into sexual definitions and behavior offers an addi-
tionalfoundationfor theexpectationofgroup-levelmoderationof
genericgraded structure. Inparticular, if sexualdefinitionsare
inevitablymotivated, rhetorical, and consequence-sensitive (cf.
Peterson&Muehlenard, 2007), variation in degree ofmember-
shipjudgmentswouldbeexpectedtofollowfromsharedmethods
bywhich identitycategorymembership (e.g., as avirgin,flirt, les-
bian, gayman)maybeembracedor resisted (cf.Carpenter, 2001;
Faulkner,2003).Suchprocessesareexpectedtoaugmentthevaria-
tioninsexualdefinitionscorrespondingtosexualorientationidentity.
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited to the online study via a brief stan-
dardized message. This was posted on a number of Web sites,
onlinediscussiongroups and forums, and sent via e-mail to con-
tacts of the second author. Selection of virtual venues and indi-
viduals was aimed so as to recruit a higher proportion of non-
heterosexual participants than are represented in the general pop-
ulation. Thus, LGBT virtual communities were targeted, along
with individuals who were known to the second author to self-
identifyasnonheterosexual.Thesewere inaddition toa rangeof
virtual communities and known individuals with no particular
sexual orientation self-identification profile.
In each case, the standardized message directed participants
to an anonymous online survey. In total, 510 individuals accessed
thesurvey.However,61oftheseindividualsexitedthesurveywith-
out responding to any items,while a further 77 completed someor
allof thedemographicbutnoneof thesexualdefinitionitemsof the
survey. Such individuals could not be included in the research,
leaving an initial count of 372 participants.
With the objective of targeting young adults, the recruitment
message and survey instructions expressed a particular wish for
participants of 18–25years of age. Nevertheless, 61 participants
aged over 25years completed the survey. To capitalize on this
while retaininga focusonyoungadults, theage range foranalysis
wasresetat18–30yearsold.Twenty-threeadditionalparticipants
were thereby eligible for inclusion. The remaining 38 older
participants, and 19 participants who did not specify their age,
were excluded from the study. Also excluded from the analy-
sis, due to small numbers for comparison,were 15 participants
who self-identified as other than heterosexual or homosexual,
including bisexual, pansexual, and asexual individuals.
Thus, the final sample consisted of 300 individuals aged
18–30 (M age= 20.6, SD= 2.75), of which 191 were female
and 109weremale, while 208 of thesewere heterosexual and
92 were homosexual. Consequently, the four groups who took
part in the studywere: 146 heterosexualwomen, 62 heterosexual
men, 45 lesbians, and 47 gay men. Among the 295 participants
who specified their nationality, 92.5% identified as British. Stu-
dents made up 69% of the sample.
Measures
Demographics
Five demographic items were coded: gender, age, sexual orien-
tation, nationality, and whether or not the participant was cur-
rently a student.
Definitions of Sex
Definitions of sexwere measured via a revision of the Sexual
Behaviors Questionnaire (SBQ: Horowitz & Spicer, 2013).
The SBQ posed the question:‘‘Would you say you ‘had sex’
with someone if the most intimate behavior you engaged in
was…’’Thiswas followed by a list of 13 sexual acts (adapted,
in turn, fromPitts&Rahman, 2001) in conjunctionwith a six-
point response scale, anchored by the two extremes of defi-
nitely NOT sex (1) and definitely sex (6). The acts included
examples of intercourse (vaginal and anal), unidirectional gen-
ital contact (oral, manual, and with a sex aid), and breast/nipple
contact, along with kissing. For the current study, the SBQ was
revised to includefive additional items.Threeof thesewere auto-
stimulationbehaviors (derived fromRandall&Byers, 2003), tar-
getingmasturbationwhile in thepresenceof, computercontact
with, or telephonecontactwith another person.The remaining
itemscaptured twoacts recurrentlyelicitedwhenPetersonand
Muehlenhard (2007) asked participants about ambiguous sexual
experiences:‘‘brief/partial penile-vaginal intercourse’’and‘‘non-
penetrative genital-to-genital contact.’’The order of acts for the
SBQ-Rwas randomly generated.
Definitions of Virginity Loss
Definitions of virginity loss were measured via the Virginity
LossQuestionnaire (VLQ),whichwas identical to theSBQ-R
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but asked the question‘‘Would you say you lost your virginity
if themost intimate behavior you engaged in for the very first
time was…’’The same 18 sexual acts and response scales as
theSBQ-Rwere thendisplayed, but accompaniedby the anchors
definitely NOT virginity loss (1) and definitely virginity loss (6).
Open-Comment Cue
An open-response cue offered space for participants to add any
additional information or thoughts relating to the survey.
Procedure
The standardizedmessage inviting participation in the research
outlined the study’s interest in beliefs about what acts count as
having‘‘had sex’’andvirginity loss.The focuson18- to25-year-
olds and the anonymity of participation were also explained. Pro-
spective participantswere reassured that theywould not be asked
abouttheirownsexualbehaviorbutonlyabouttheextent towhich
they judged acts presented in a list to count as sex/virginity loss.
The message ended with a directWeb link to the online survey.
At the survey site, an introduction largely repeated the recruit-
mentmessage. Ethical approval for the studywas notified, and a
tick box item requested confirmation of both consent and that
participants were at least 18years of age. A decline of consent
would take readers directly to thedebrief page.The survey itself
consisted of the following series of elements: a page of demo-
graphicquestions; theSBQ-R; theVLQ;anopen-commentcue;
and a debrief.
Analytic Plan
Thecurrent researchpredicted significantly higher ratings for
intercourseactsthanbidirectionalgenitalcontactactsandthatacts
involving no genital contact would be rated significantly lower
than theother twoclasses of act.Thesepredictionswerederived
fromtheendorsementpatternsreportedbyByersetal. (2009)for
definitions of sex.However, the present study investigated defi-
nitions of virginity loss, in addition to sex, and employed a rat-
ingsmethodology.Moreover,otherworksinthefield(e.g.,Horow-
itz&Spicer, 2013;Peterson&Muehlenard, 2007;Sanders&
Reinisch, 1999) ledus to alsopredict significant ratings effects for
some individual items, specifically, among the intercourse acts.
Consequently, before subjecting the findings to factorial anal-
ysis in order to test thehypotheses,wedetermined to establish a
statisticalgroundingfor anygroupingofactsviaprincipal com-
ponents analysis (PCA).
Results
Principal Components Analyses of Definitional
Responses
The scales for definitions of both sex and virginity losswere sub-
jected to PCA with varimax rotation, following Kaiser–Meyer–
Oklin’sandBartlett’s tests demonstrating their appropriateness
for PCA, sexKMO= .88,v2(153)=4529.8,p\.001; virginity
lossKMO= .90, v2(153)=4535.9, p\.001.
For definitions of sex, the eigenvalues-greater-than-unit cri-
terion (Kaiser, 1960) suggested a four-factor solution, with the
following explanation of the variance: Factor 1, 48.89%;Factor
2, 11.63%; Factor 3, 6.94%; and Factor 4, 5.98%. Of the four
cross-loading variables (factor loading[.40), three were allo-
cated to the factor on which they loaded the highest, and the
fourthon thebasis of interpretability.This left onlya singlevari-
able (vaginal intercourse) inFactor4(seeTable 1).According to
Cattell’s (1966) scree plot point-of-inflexion criterion, this fac-
tor should be excluded from further analysis.
For definitions ofvirginity loss, a three-factor solutionwas
suggestedbyboththeKaiserandCattellcriteria.Factor1explained
50.11% of the variance, Factor 2 explained 13.25%, and Factor 3
6.27%of the variance.Only 2of the 18variables cross-loaded and
were allocated to the factor on which they loaded the highest (see
Table2).
Onfurtheranalysis,andinlinewiththegradedstructurehypoth-
esis, two stronggroupingsof sexual behaviors emerged, eachwith
high internal consistencyonboth scales:Unidirectional/Nonpene-
trativeGenitalContact(sexFactor1,a= .94,andvirginitylossFac-
tor 2, a= .93) and Nongenital Contact (sex Factor 2, a= .92, and
virginity loss Factor 1, a= .94). It was, therefore, determined that
these two classes of sexual behavior couldmeaningfully be aggre-
gatedforfurtheranalysis.Thefactorstructureoftheremaininginter-
course behaviors, however, suggestedmore cautionwith respect to
aggregation.
Act Type, Gender, and Sexual Orientation Effects
The research hypotheses and PCA results combined to recom-
mend that definitions of sex and virginity loss be subjected to a
two-stage analysis. Firstly, in order to test the graded structure
hypothesis, an analysis was undertaken of the composite scores
forintercourse,unidirectional/nonpenetrativegenitalcontact,and
nongenital contact. Such an analysis was considered warranted,
despitePCA indicators suggesting caution about composite scor-
ing of the intercourse behaviors. It also permitted testing of the
moderation hypothesis prediction that unidirectional/nonpene-
trativegenital contactwouldbeupgradedby the lesbiangroup, in
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comparisonwith theother groups in the study.Secondly, ananaly-
siswasundertakenof thediscrete ratings foreachof the three inter-
courseacts.Thispermitted testingof themoderationhypothesispre-
diction that anal intercourse ratingswould be upgradedbygaymale
participants, in comparisonwith theothergroups in the study. It also
attends to issueswithaggregating the intercourseacts, ashighlighted
by the PCA.
The research hypotheses were tested via three-waymixed
analysis of variance (ANOVA) of each scale separately, with
gender and sexual orientation as between-subjects variables, and
act typeasawithin-subjectvariable.Significant interactionswere
furthersubjectedtofollow-upsimpleeffectand t testing,applying
a Bonferroni correction to p\.0017. Means and SDs for each
separate act are shown in‘‘Appendix.’’
Comparison of Composite Scores: Intercourse,
Unidirectional/Nonpenetrative Genital Contact,
and Nongenital Contact
DefinitionsofSex For thedefinitionsof sex ratings, a2 (gen-
der)92 (sexual orientation)93 (act type) mixed ANOVAwas
conductedonthecompositescoresforintercourse,unidirectional/
nonpenetrative genital contact, and nongenital contact. As pre-
dicted by the graded structure hypothesis, the composite anal-
ysis revealedahighlysignificanteffectofact type(seeTable 3).
Also significantwere themain effects of sexualorientation,F
(1, 256)= 13.70, p\.001, gp
2= .05, and gender, F(1, 256)=
7.57,p= .006,gp
2= .03.The two-way interactionsofActType9
Sexual Orientation, F(1.69, 433.06)=39.42, p\.001, gp
2= .13,
andofActTypexGender,F(1.69,433.06)=14.95,p\.001,gp
2=
.06, were both significant, while the interaction of Gender9Sex-
ual Orientation was nonsignificant.
These findings were qualified by a significant three-way inter-
action of Act Type9Sexual Orientation9Gender, F(1.69,
433.06)= 7.22, p= .002, gp
2= 03. Simple effects analysis of
act type for each of the four groups demonstrated highly sig-
nificant differences for each, with very high effect sizes (see
Table 3). As the graded structure hypothesis predicted, in all
cases, themeans for intercoursewere significantly higher than
those for unidirectional/nonpenetrative genital contact, which
were significantly higher than those for nongenital contact.
Highly significant linear contrastswere found for all four groups,
demonstrating that ratings systematically decreased from inter-
course to unidirectional/nonpenetrative genital contact to nongen-
ital contact (see Table3).
Within each act type, simple effects group comparisons
revealedfoursignificantfindings, allwith respect tounidirectional/
nonpenetrativegenital contact. In supportof themoderationhypoth-
Table 1 Principal components analysis of ratings for definitions of having‘‘had sex’’
Sexual behavior Factor 1:
Unidirectional/
nonpenetrative contact
Factor 2:
Nongenital
contact
Factor 3:
Other
intercourse
Factor 4:
Vaginal
intercourse
Initiative oral-genital contact .86
Receptive oral-genital contact .85
Receptive sex aid contact .84
Initiative sex aid contact .84
Initiative manual-genital contact .81
Receptive manual-genital contact .79 .41
Nonpenetrative genital-to-genital contact .70
Simultaneous masturbation in another’s presence .59 .48
Initiative manual contact with breasts/nipples .90
Receptive manual contact with breasts/nipples .89
Initiative oral contact with breasts/nipples .86
Receptive oral contact with breasts/nipples .83
Deep kissing .72
Simultaneous masturbation via phone contact .42 .57 .41
Simultaneous masturbation via computer contact .55 .53
Anal intercourse .80
Brief/partial intercourse .75
Vaginal intercourse -.75
Eigenvalues 8.80 2.09 1.25 1.08
Percentage of variance 48.89 11.63 6.94 5.98
Cronbach’s alphaa .94 .92 .38 –
Factor loadings\.40 are suppressed. In boldface are factor loadings incorporated into the factor
a Cronbach’s alphas for incorporated items
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esis, the lesbiangroup ratedunidirectional/nonpenetrativegenital
contact as significantly more constitutive of sex than each of the
other groups: the heterosexualmales,F(1, 99)=59.84, p\.001,
gp
2= .38; the gaymales,F(1, 87)=28.13, p\.001, gp
2= .24; and
the heterosexual females, F(1, 183)=41.28, p\.001, gp
2= .18.
Unexpectedly, the gay males also rated unidirectional/nonpene-
trative genital contact significantly higher than the heterosexual
males, F(1, 102)=10.58, p= .0016, gp
2= .09.
DefinitionsofVirginityLoss For ratingsofvirginity loss, a2
(gender)92(sexualorientation)9 3(act type)mixedANOVA
wasconductedon thecomposite scores for intercourse, unidirec-
tional/nonpenetrativegenitalcontact,andnongenitalcontact.Sup-
porting the graded structure hypothesis, therewas a significant
maineffectforacttype(seeTable3).Alsosignificantwerethemain
effects of sexual orientation,F(1, 253)= 25.67, p\.001, gp
2=
.09, and of gender,F(1, 253)= 20.90, p\.001, gp
2= 08. There
were significant two-way interactions ofAct Type9SexualOri-
entation, F(1.70, 430.29)=44.91, p\.001, gp
2= .15, and of Act
Type9Gender, F(1.70, 430.29)=21.17, p\.001, gp
2= .08, but
not of Gender9Sexual Orientation.
These effects were qualified by a significant three-way inter-
action of Act Type9 Sexual Orientation x Gender, F(1.70,
430.29)= 18.57, p= .002, gp
2= 07. Simple effects analysis
of thefourgroupsforact typealldemonstratedhighlysignificant
differences foreach,withveryhigheffect sizes (seeTable 3).As
predicted by the graded structure hypothesis, in each case, inter-
coursewas rated significantlyhigher thanunidirectional/nonpen-
etrative genital contact, which, in turn, was rated significantly
higher than nongenital contact. Linear contrasts demonstrated
highlysignificanteffects foreachgroup,revealingasystematic
decrease in ratings from intercourse to unidirectional/nonpen-
etrative genital contact to nongenital contact (see Table 3).
Within each act type, simple effects group comparisons
revealed three significant findings, all with respect to unidi-
rectional/nonpenetrative genital contact. As the moderation
hypothesis predicted, the lesbian group rated unidirectional/
nonpenetrative genital contact as significantly more constitutive
ofvirginity loss than the three remaininggroups: theheterosexual
males, F(1, 95)=75.14, p\.001, gp
2= .44; the gay males, F(1,
80)=39.34, p\.001, gp
2= .33; and the heterosexual females,
F(1, 172)=84.33, p\.001, gp
2= .33.
Table 2 Principal components analysis of ratings for definitions of virginity loss
Sexual behavior Factor 1:
Nongenital
contact
Factor 2:
Unidirectional/
nonpenetrative
genital contact
Factor 3:
Intercourse
Initiative manual contact with breasts/nipples .92
Receptive manual contact with breasts/nipples .90
Initiative oral contact with breasts/nipples .84
Simultaneous masturbation via computer contact .80
Receptive oral contact with breasts/nipples .80
Deep kissing .77
Simultaneous masturbation via phone contact .75
Simultaneous masturbation in another’s presence .68 .50
Initiative oral-genital contact .85
Receptive oral-genital contact .84
Initiative sex aid contact .81
Receptive sex aid contact .80
Receptive manual-genital contact .78
Initiative manual-genital contact .42 .77
Nonpenetrative genital-to-genital contact .76
Brief/partial intercourse .73
Anal intercourse .61
Vaginal intercourse .46
Eigenvalues 9.02 2.38 1.13
Percentage of variance 50.11 13.25 6.27
Cronbach’s alphaa .94 .93 .26
Factor loadings\.40 are suppressed. In boldface are factor loadings incorporated into the factor
a Cronbach’s alphas for incorporated items
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Intercourse Behaviors: Vaginal, Anal, and Brief/Partial
Intercourse
Definitions of Sex Definitions of sex were subjected to a 2
(gender)92 (sexual orientation)93 (act type)mixedANOVA
of the intercourse behaviors. As the graded structure hypothesis
predicted, among the intercourse behaviors, there was a signifi-
cantmaineffectofact type(seeTable4).Themaineffectsofgen-
der and sexual orientationwere nonsignificant, while among the
two-way interactions, only the interaction of Gender9Sexual
Orientationwassignificant,F(2, 572)=7.93,p= .005,gp
2= .03.
Thesefindingswere, however, qualifiedbyasignificant three-
way interaction ofAct Type x SexualOrientation xGender,F(2,
572)=3.30, p= .042, gp
2= .01. Simple effects analysis demon-
stratedact type tobesignificantforeachgroup(seeTable4).Con-
trary to prediction, follow-up t tests did not reveal vaginal inter-
coursetoberatedsignificantlyhigherthananalintercourseforany
group.However, forall fourgroups,vaginal intercoursewasrated
significantlyhigher thanbrief/partial intercourse.Forall thegroups
except the lesbian group, brief/partial intercourse was also rated
significantly lower than anal intercourse. Partially supporting the
graded structure hypothesis, for three of the four groups—the les-
bian, heterosexual female, and heterosexualmale groups—signif-
icant linear contrastsdemonstrateda systematicdecrease in ratings
from vaginal to anal to brief/partial intercourse. Meanwhile, sup-
portingthemoderationhypothesis,amongthegroupofgaymales,a
significant linear contrast pertained in the order anal to vaginal to
brief/partial intercourse (see Table4).
In contradiction to themoderation hypothesis, within each act
type, simple effects group comparisons revealed no significant
findingsonce theBonferroni correctionwasapplied.Thiswas so,
despite the gay males consistently rating anal sex with the max-
imum possible value, while the remaining groups demonstrated
less extreme ratings (see Table4).
Definitions of Virginity Loss Ratings of virginity loss were
submitted toa2(gender)9 2(sexualorientation)93(act type)
mixedANOVAof the intercourse behaviors. In line with the gra-
dedstructurehypothesis, themaineffectofact typewas significant
(see Table4). Neither of the remainingmain effects were signif-
icant, but Act Type x Sexual Orientation, F(2, 530)=6.21, p=
.002,gp
2= .02,andActType9Gender,F(2,530)=5.79,p= .004,
gp
2= .02, were both significant.
All of these results were qualified by a significant three-way
interaction of Act Type9Sexual Orientation9Gender, F(2,
530)=4.51, p= .012, gp
2= .02. Simple effects analysis demon-
strated a significant effect of act type for all four groups (see
Table4). In partial support of the graded structure hypothesis,
follow-up testing revealed that vaginal intercourse was rated sig-
nificantly higher than anal intercourse among three of the four
groups—the exception being the gay male group. Vaginal inter-
course was also rated significantly higher than brief/partial inter-
courseamongthesesamethreegroups.InlinewiththemoderationT
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hypothesis, among thegaymalegroup, anal intercoursewas rated
the highest of the three intercourse behaviors, and this was sig-
nificantly higher than brief/partial intercourse. It was not, how-
ever, rated significantly higher than vaginal intercourse (see
Table4). In partial support of the graded structure hypothesis,
linear contrasts demonstrating a systematic decrease in ratings
from vaginal to anal to brief/partial intercourse were significant
for the lesbian, heterosexual female, and heterosexual male
groups. Meanwhile, in support of the moderation hypothesis,
among the gay male group, a significant linear contrast was
obtained for the order anal to vaginal to brief/partial inter-
course (see Table 4).
Within each act type, simple effects group comparisons
demonstrated three significant findings: In line with the moder-
ation hypothesis, the gay male group rated anal intercourse sig-
nificantlyhigher thanbothof theheterosexualgroups (malesF(1,
95)=13.21, p\.001, gp
2= .12; females F(1, 173)=11.71, p\
.001,gp
2= .06); additionally, theheterosexual females ratedbrief/
partial intercoursesignificantlyhigher than theheterosexualmales,
F(1, 186)=12.14, p\.001, gp
2= .06.
Discussion
Graded Structure in Sexual Definitions
Theprimarypredictionof thecurrent researchwas that sexual
definitions would display graded structure. As hypothesized,
certain types of actswere judged to be significantlymore con-
stitutive of having ‘‘had sex’’and of virginity loss than other
types of acts. Definitions of sexual behavior should thus be
considered as categorizations exhibiting graded structure, in
common with a wide array of previously identified category
types (e.g., Barsalou, 1985; Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1998;
Rosch, 1974, 1978).
The current findings confirm the Horowitz and Spicer (2013)
ratings hierarchy for definitions of sex and demonstrate a similar
ratings hierarchy for definitions of virginity loss. They also sup-
port qualitative evidence concerning equivocal experience that
fallsoutsideofanysimpleinclusion–exclusiondichotomyindefi-
nitions of sex (Peterson &Muehlenard, 2007) and virginity loss
(Carpenter,2001).Suchfindingschallengethepervasive, implicit
assumption in previous quantitative work that sexual definitions
are amatter of dichotomous judgment (e.g., Sanders&Reinisch,
1999; Sanders et al., 2010; Sawyer, Howard, Brewster-Jordan,
Gavin,&Sherman,2007).Moreover,thegradedstructureapproach
offers a theoretical account for the robust between-subjects
endorsementhierarchyforsexualdefinitions inprevious research.
In this account, broad agreement about degree of membership
judgments results in a robust hierarchy of acts. Meanwhile,
interindividual variation regarding categoryboundary placement
(cf. Hampton, 2007; Verheyen& Storms, 2013) produces a cor-
relation between the hierarchical position of an act and its likeli-
hood of endorsement as constituting sexual behavior.
The graded structure hypothesis included two additional pre-
dictions regarding the order of behaviors in the definitional hier-
archy.Thefirst predictionwas supported.Ratingsofboth sexand
virginity loss evinced the anticipated hierarchy: intercourse acts;
Table 4 Intercourse behaviors analysis for definitions of sex and virginity loss as a function of act type: means, SDs, and test statistics within each
sexual orientation identity group and in total
Definition and group Means and SDs by act type Within-subject effects Within-subject linear contrasts
Vaginal
Intercourse
M (SD)
Anal
Intercourse
M (SD)
Brief/partial
intercourse
M (SD)
Sex
Lesbian 5.95a (.31) 5.48 (1.25) 4.83a (1.32) F(2, 82)= 14.14, p\.001, gp
2= . 26 F(1, 41)= 29.78, p\.001, gp
2= .42
Gay male 5.87a (.73) 6.00b (.00) 5.17ab (.98) F(2, 92)= 31.98, p\.001, gp
2= . 41 F(1, 46)= 32.00, p\.001, gp
2= .41
Heterosexual female 5.998a (.15) 5.70b (.80) 5.30ab (1.01) F(2, 278)= 26.72, p\.001, gp
2= .16 F(1, 139)= 53.44, p\.001, gp
2= .28
Heterosexual male 5.93a (.40) 5.62b (1.02) 5.00ab (1.30) F(2, 120)= 16.84, p\.001, gp
2= .22 F(1, 60)= 29.12, p\.001, gp
2= .33
Total 5.95ab (.38) 5.70ac (.87) 5.15bc (1.13) F(2, 572)= 73.54, p\.001, gp
2= .21 F(1, 286)= 130.91, p\.001, gp
2= .31
Virginity loss
Lesbian 6.00ab (.00) 5.07a (1.73) 4.90b (1.46) F(2, 82)= 10.64, p\.001, gp
2= .21 F(1, 41)= 23.58, p\.001, gp
2= .37
Gay male 5.56 (1.35) 5.82a (.82) 4.64a (1.77) F(2, 74)= 10.60, p\.001, gp
2= .22 F(1, 37)= 8.38, p\.001, gp
2= .19
Heterosexual female 5.85ab (.81) 4.92a (1.57) 5.29b (1.08) F(2, 264)= 20.74, p\.001, gp
2= .14 F(1, 132)= 23.28, p\.001, gp
2= .15
Heterosexual male 5.89ab (.68) 4.77a (1.74) 4.55b (1.77) F(2, 110)= 13.82, p\.001, gp
2= .20 F(1, 55)= 27.01, p\.001, gp
2= .33
Total 5.84ab (.83) 5.04a (1.58) 4.98b (1.44) F(2, 530)= 36.20, p\.001, gp
2= .12 F(1, 265)= 81.40, p\.001, gp
2= .24
For each row titled‘‘Lesbian,’’‘‘Gay male,’’‘‘Heterosexual female,’’and‘‘Heterosexual male,’’ the test statistics are from the simple effects analyses
examining ratingsdifferences as a functionof act typewithin each sexual orientation identitygroup.Foreach rowtitled‘‘total,’’the test statistics are the
main effects of act type (i.e., across all groups) from the omnibus ANOVA
abc Within each row, means with the same letter were significantly different to a Bonferroni-corrected p\.0017
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unidirectional (and nonpenetrative) genital contact acts; nongen-
ital contact acts. These findings corroborate the endorsement rate
hierarchy of Byers et al. (2009) for definitions of sex and absti-
nence(the latter in reverseorder), aswellasother studies inwhich
intercourse acts receive significantly higher endorsement than
oral-genitalcontact (Ceciletal.,2002;Trotter&Alderson,2007).
Fromagraded structure perspective, thesefindings suggest that a
keycriterion forgoodnessofmembership judgmentswithincate-
gorizations of sexual behavior may be genital involvement. Fur-
ther nuance of such a criterion is also observable from the current
analysis. For definitions of both sex and virginity loss, PCAposi-
tioned nonpenetrative genital-to-genital contact with the unidirec-
tional genital contact acts and placed the three genital self-stim-
ulationactswiththenongenitalcontactacts.Suchfindingsmaybe
an indication that penetration and interpersonal physical contact
play some part in such a genital involvement criterion.However,
moredirect testingwouldberequiredbefore thegoodnessofmem-
bership criteria pertinent to judgments of sexual behavior can be
conclusively identified.
The second specific graded structure prediction was that sig-
nificant differences would be found, positioning vaginal inter-
course as the highest intercourse act, followed by anal intercourse,
followed by brief/partial intercourse. This predictionwas partially
fulfilled. For definitions of sex, all four groups rated vaginal inter-
course significantly higher than brief/partial intercourse but only
three groups rated anal intercourse significantly higher than
brief/partial intercourse. This differencewas nonsignificant
for the lesbian group.Meanwhile, for definitions of virginity
loss, all thepredicted significant differences emergedbut only for
threeof thefourgroups—theexceptionbeingthegaymalegroup.
Beforeconclusionscanbereachedconcerning thispatternof results,
the study’s findings need to be considered in the light of the sec-
ondary, moderation hypothesis.
The Moderating Role of Sexual Orientation Identity
Asmuchasgradedstructurepredictsglobalpatternsofagreement
within judgments of sexual behavior, it also predicts systematic
variation in such judgments. The current research focused onmod-
eration of generic graded structure in sexual definitions cor-
responding to sexual orientation identity—the combinationof gen-
der and sexual orientation among our four groups of participants.
The first of two predictions of the moderation hypothesis
was thoroughly supported by the current findings: Ratings of
unidirectional or nonpenetrative genital contact by the les-
bian group were significantly upgraded with respect to both
sex and virginity loss, compared to the other three groups. Such
findingsconfirmandextendHorowitzandSpicer’s (2013)demon-
strationofsignificantdifferences indefinitionsofsexbetweentheir
lesbian and heterosexual samples, for judgments of unidirectional
genital contact acts.
The second prediction of the moderation hypothesis was
that the gay male sample would upgrade their goodness of mem-
bershipassessmentsof anal intercourse.Thispredictionwas,onbal-
ance,partiallysupported.Intermsofgroupdifferences,onlyfordefi-
nitions of virginity loss did the gaymale group rate anal intercourse
significantly higher than other groups and, even then, this was only
comparedtothetwoheterosexualgroups—notthelesbiangroup.No
such group differences emerged for definitions of sex. However,
other indications did support the prediction.Within definitions of
both sex and virginity loss, the gay male group rated anal inter-
course highest of all the behaviors and significant linear contrasts
emerged for the gay male group in the order anal to vaginal to
brief/partial intercourse. This top rating position for anal inter-
course coheres with the higher endorsement rates of anal over
vaginal intercourseamonggaymales foundbyHill et al. (2010).
Additionally, for virginity loss definitions, though not for defi-
nitions of sex, ratings by the gay male group deviated from the
patternof theother threegroups, amongwhomvaginal intercourse
was rated significantly higher than anal intercourse and anal inter-
coursewas rated significantly higher than brief/partial intercourse.
Taken together, these findings largely support the prediction of
thecurrent research that thegenericgradedstructureofsexualdefi-
nitionswould be subject to group-levelmoderation corresponding
to sexual orientation identity. Specifically,wepredicted and found
evidenceofupgraded ratings of themost elevated identity-congru-
ent sexual behavior, among those forwhomvaginal intercourse
(the generically most highly rated exemplar) is sexual orienta-
tion identity-incongruent.Thispatternofupgradingwasclear-cut
with respect to the lesbian sample but only partial with respect to
the gaymale sample.
Also relevantwas thatgaymale ratings for sexofunidirectional
ornonpenetrativecontactweresignificantlyupgradedcomparedto
the heterosexualmales. This suggests that group-levelmoderation
ofgradedstructuremaynotbeexclusively limitedto themosthighly
rated behavior that is sexual orientation identity-congruent.
Inthecurrent research, thepredictionthatsexualorientationiden-
titywouldplayamoderatingrole insexualdefinitionjudgmentswas
foundeduponasetofassumptionsabouthowsuchidentitiesareexpe-
rienced and enacted. Research into sexual behavior has high-
lighteddifferences in thesexualexperiencesof lesbians,gaymen,
and heterosexuals of both genders (e.g., Blair & Pukall, 2014;
Kinsey et al., 1953; Lever, 1995; Savin-William, 1990). Mean-
while, categorization researchershave showncontextual perspec-
tiveandepisodicknowledgetoaffect typicality judgmentandexem-
plar generation (e.g., Barsalau&Sewell, 1984; Valle´e-Tourangeau
etal.,1998).Thepatternofbetween-groupsdifferencesfoundhereis,
therefore, interpreted asproceeding, at least in part, fromdifferential
sexual experience, contextual perspective, and episodic knowledge
between the sexual orientation identity groups. It should be noted,
however, that the current research undertook no direct investigation
of the potential mechanisms of variation driving the group dif-
ferences demonstrated here. Further research is clearly needed.
We additionally propose that the group differences demon-
strated in the current researchmay reflect identity-management
practices (cf. Horowitz & Spicer, 2013): in particular, shared
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methods bywhich sexual orientation identities are embraced or
resisted (cf. Carpenter, 2001).Wewould argue that, in addition
toanyautomaticmechanismsbywhichgoodnessofmembership
criteria, sexual experience, contextual perspective, and episodic
knowledge are activated, eachwould also be amenable to rhetor-
ical deployment in the interests of identity-management. In this
way,wecontend that agradedstructureperspectivecanprovidea
framework for further exploration of themotivational, rhetorical,
and consequence-sensitive dimensions (cf. Peterson &Muehle-
nard, 2007) of sexual definitions.
Study Limitations
Thepresentfindingsmustbe considered in the lightof limitations
of the study.Firstly, the current samplewasdominatedbyhetero-
sexual females,whomadeup49%of theparticipants,while 21%
of participants were heterosexual males, 15%were lesbians, and
16%were gaymales. Conclusions from the current sample con-
cerning themaineffectofgenderand/or sexualorientationshould
therefore be considered with some caution. However, the three-
way interactions, which form the central findings of the present
research,demonstratedgradedstructurewithin eachof the sexual
orientation identity groups sampled, ensuring that graded struc-
ture was not an artifact of uneven group sizes. Neither was the
imbalancebetween thegroups relevant to testingof themodera-
tion hypothesis. Nevertheless, replicationwith amore balanced
sample may be advisable, in order to fully unpack the relative
importance for sexualdefinitionsofgender, sexualorientation,
and the interaction of the two. Additional features of our sam-
ple should also be attended to. Recruitment was targeted at the
age rangeof18–30 years, andparticipantswerepredominantly
students, and almost exclusively British. Caution is thus rec-
ommendedbeforegeneralizingthefindings tootheragegroups
and nationalities or to those of lower educational attainment.
Secondly, in the current research, participants were asked
to rate the list of acts with respect to their own behavior. This
may have elicited a different pattern of response than if we
had asked for ratings of a third party’s behavior. For example,
it might have focused participants on their experience and/or
episodic knowledge, especially for acts that the participant
has, versus has not, practiced. If so, this may have influenced
the group differences findings. For example, lesbians’ ratings
of unidirectional and nonpenetrative genital contact and gay
males’ ratings of anal intercourse might have been informed
more by actual experience than those of the other groups. Iden-
tity-managementeffectsarealsolikelytobesensitivetowhether
one’s own or a third party’s behavior is being rated. In sum, we
can be less confident of finding the current pattern of group dif-
ferences for third-party judgments of sexual behavior without a
thorough testing of such cue effects.
Thirdly, a ceiling effectmaybe inoperationwith respect to
the measurement of definitions of vaginal and anal intercourse.
This may be a consequence of the six-point ratings scale used in
the current research. Future research employing a sliding scale
response methodologymay capture additional nuance in the con-
ceptualization of intercourse acts, shedding a clearer light on
whether or not these acts are differentially defined.
Conclusion
The current research has demonstrated graded structure in defi-
nitionsofsexandvirginityloss.Apreliminaryinvestigationofvari-
ability in goodness of membership judgments also showed strong
indications of systematic definitional variation, in line with sexual
orientation identity.Thesefindingspermit research intosexualdef-
initions to move from a largely descriptive enterprise, to one cap-
able of predicting and explaining the variability of sexual defini-
tions. Such adevelopment offers great potential toward improving
the attunement of researchers and practitioners to the sexual defi-
nitionsofthepeopletheyintendtostudyand/orhelp.Itmayalsoaid
in identifying where variable definitions can arise that are associ-
ated with a range of societal ills. For example, by articulating the
experiential,motivational,andcontextualdriversofvariablecate-
gorization, research employing a graded structure approachmay
recommend preventative and remedial measures with respect to
potential sites of conflict (e.g., relationship breakdown, stigma)
and risk (e.g., sexual health risk, sexual assault risk).
Pursuant to such ends, it is vital for future investigation to
examine other moderators of graded structure than those focused
upon here. At a group level, these might include, for example,
relationship status, ethnicity, or HIV status (see, for example,
Rawlings,Graff,Calderon,Casey-Bailey,&Pasley,2006).More-
over, the proposed drivers of definitional variation should also
produce both cultural (e.g., collectivist vs. individualist cultures,
religious vs. secular societies) and interindividual variation (e.g.,
differences in personality, sexual experience, sex education,
sociosexuality),which could usefully be explored in the future. In
particular, motivated variation in sexual definitions is likely to be
relevanttoarangeofappliedfields,suchashealth(e.g.,definitions
of safe sex), counselling (e.g., definitionsof infidelity), and foren-
siccontexts (e.g., definitionsof rape), and thereforemerits careful
study.
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Table 5 Mean ratings and SDs for definitions of having‘‘had sex’’and virginity loss
Sex (n= 260) Virginity loss (n= 257)
Sexual behavior M SD M SD
Intercourse
Vaginal intercourse 5.94 .42 5.84 .82
Anal intercourse 5.68 .91 5.06 1.57
Brief/partial intercourse 5.16 1.12 4.97 1.46
Unidirectional/nonpenetrative genital contact
Receptive sex aid contact 3.87 1.70 2.92 1.92
Initiative oral-genital contact 3.87 1.74 2.34 1.78
Initiative sex aid contact 3.84 1.73 2.67 1.91
Receptive oral-genital contact 3.81 1.77 2.52 1.86
Nonpenetrative genital-to-genital contact 3.18 1.65 2.24 1.64
Initiative manual-genital contact 2.96 1.57 1.85 1.38
Receptive manual-genital contact 2.90 1.56 1.91 1.43
Nongenital contact
Simultaneous masturbation in another’s presence 2.39 1.45 1.63 1.15
Simultaneous masturbation via phone contact 1.87 1.21 1.33 .88
Simultaneous masturbation via computer contact 1.81 1.19 1.34 .85
Initiative oral contact with breasts/nipples 1.78 1.19 1.35 .86
Initiative manual contact with breasts/nipples 1.73 1.13 1.32 .80
Receptive manual contact with breasts/nipples 1.69 1.07 1.33 .80
Receptive oral contact with breasts/nipples 1.69 1.10 1.25 .72
Deep kissing 1.21 .67 1.12 .58
Absolute range for ratings of both sex and virginity loss was 1–6
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